































































































































































































































































































Ordinary negotiability.and vaFiance in
what is meant by what is said is clearly
contingent upon some semantic invariance
embedded in ordinary language.Some basic
shared knowledge of the world appears
indeed to be embedded as meaning potentials
of ordinary wOrds and expressions.Such
potentials, we shall clailn,reflect at a very
abstracl leVel sOme minimal commonality
with  rёspect to  experientially founded
perspectives bn and categorization of our
pluralistic social world and may hence bё
conceived of as a common code of potentially
shared cognitive=emotive perspectiヤes  on
talked‐about  states   of  affairs.   What
traditionally has been labled "semantic
ruleSメi m6reover, must within our sOcial‐
cognitive  paradigm  be  conceived  of as
linguistically modiated drafts of cOntracts
concerning categorization of and attibution of


























1980)、意味の交渉 (Gasd and VarOnis 1985)、 自
己修正 (S hwartz 1980)、他者修正あるいは非明示






















































































































付言            ■ ‐
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